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Abstract
A relativistic Wigner function for free Discrete Time Quantum Walks (DTQWs) on the square
2D space-time lattice is defined. The transport equation obeyed by the relativistic Wigner
function is derived in terms of discrete derivatives and degenerates in the continuum limit
into the transport equation obeyed by the Wigner function of 2D Dirac fermions. The first
corrections to the continuous equation induced by the discreteness of the lattice are also
determined and the similarities with non-quantum relativistic transport in phase space are
discussed further.
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1. Introduction
Discrete Time Quantum Walks (DTQWs) are unitary quantum automata that can be viewed as
the formal generalizations of classical random walks. Following the seminal work of Feynman [1],
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GrÖ ssing and Zeilinger [2] and Aharonov [3], they were considered in a systematic way by Meyer
[4]. DTQWs have been realized experimentally with a wide range of physical objects and setups [511] which include quantum dots [12] and silicon nano-photonic chips [13]. DTQWs are studied in
several diverse of contexts, ranging from quantum optics [14] to quantum algorithmics [15, 16],
condensed matter physics [17-21], including transport in graphene [22-24], hydrodynamics [25]
and biophysics [26, 27].
It is well known that several DTQWs can be viewed as discrete versions of the continuous Dirac
and Weyl fermion dynamics [28-35]. These DTQWs have a continuum limit which coincides with
the Dirac equation and they even display exact discrete gauge invariance properties [36-40].
However, the phase-space behavior of these DTQWs still remains unknown, which could be
investigated well with the help of Wigner functions. Due to several fundamental and practical
reasons, building Wigner functions for DTQWs is indeed an interesting problem. Quite generally
speaking, there are essentially three possible logically complete formulations of quantum
mechanics. Formulation 1 is the canonical quantization. It starts by considering position and
momentum as operators which do not commute. The commutation relation is then realized by
choosing position and momentum to be operators acting on time-dependent wave-functions
defined over physical space and the time-evolution on the wave-function is fixed by the
Hamiltonian. Formulation 2 is based on Feynman’s path integral, which attributes to each possible
path between an initial state and a final state with a certain probability amplitude defined, at least
formally, in terms of the classical i.e. non-quantum action of the system. Formulation 3 is based on
the Wigner function [41], which is a quantum generalization of classical phase-space densities and
whose time-evolution is fixed by its Moyal bracket [41, 42] with the Hamiltonian.
DTQWs are historically connected to Formulation 2 because they originate in Feynman’s
attempts to find a suitable discretization to compute path-integrals for fermions. DTQWs also
connect with Formulation 1, because they can be viewed as wave-functions defined over discrete
space-time and evolving unitarily under the action of their so-called pseudo-Hamiltonian. However,
the connection with Formulation 3 has not been established. Indeed, even if Wigner functions
have already been considered for Dirac quantum walks [43-46], the proposed definitions are not
manifestly covariant and do not coincide in the continuum limit, with the standard, manifestly
covariant Wigner functions for Dirac fermions [47-49]. Nor does their evolution equation coincides,
in the continuum limit, with the usual phase-space transport equation for Dirac fermions.
Moreover, defining Wigner functions for DTQWs is not a purely academic topic. For example,
interesting results on trapped non-relativistic fermions obtained recently in terms of the nonrelativistic Wigner function [50] suggest that a relativistic Wigner function is the proper tool to
study confinement of Dirac fermions and Dirac quantum walks.
More generally, the Wigner function of a quantum system can be obtained by Fourier
transformation of the space-time representation of the density operator of this system with
respect to one of its variables. Wigner functions can thus be used to study how density operators
evolve in time and, in particular, to follow their time-evolutions in the presence of noise. Working
with Wigner functions is actually often easier than working with density operators as using phasespace is rather intuitive. For example, Wigner functions are usually the best way to write down
and study the Master equations describing decoherence, if the classical limit of the transport
equation coincides with standard Kolmogorov equations describing phase-space transport in
stochastic non-quantum systems. Owing to the relevance of both DTQWs and decoherence to
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quantum information, constructing Wigner functions for DTQWs and determining their evolution
equations are thus important issues in the field.
The aim of this article is to define a relativistic Wigner function for free DTQWs in flat 2D spacetime. We first extend continuous distribution theory to analyze a discrete lattice. We then define a
discrete relativistic Wigner function for DTQWs and derive the corresponding discrete relativistic
transport equation, which we express in terms of discrete analogs to usual continuous derivatives.
In the continuum limit, the discrete Wigner function tends towards the Wigner function of Dirac
particles and the transport equation tends toward the equation obeyed by the Wigner function of
Dirac fermions in continuous space-time. We also suggest the first correction to the transport
equation induced by the discreteness of the lattice on which the DTQWs propagate and finally
discuss the results in the last section.
2. A Simple Dirac QW
We work with two-component wave-functions Ψ defined in 2D discrete space-time where
instants are labeled by j ∈Z, spatial positions are labeled by p ∈Z and Ψj = (ψj,p)p∈Z. We introduce
a basis (bA) = (bL, bR) in Hilbertspace space and the components ΨA = (ΨL, ΨR) of the arbitrary
wave-function Ψ in this basis. The Hilbert product is defined by < ψ, φ >=∑
,
which makes the basis (bA) orthonormal. Consider now the quantum walk Ψj+1 = UjTΨj where T is
the spatial-translation operator defined by (TΨj)j,p =
and Uj is an SU(2) operator
defined by (UjΨj)j,p = U(θ)Ψj,p (1) where U (θ) = (

),

(2) with constant θ. It

was shown earlier [38] that this quantum walk, in the continuum limit defined by tj = jϵ, xp = pϵ,
θ = ϵm, tends to the Dirac equation for a 2D spinor of mass m in the flat Minkovski space-time
with coordinates (t, x) as ϵ tends to zero.
3. Basic Tools
3.1 Discrete Derivatives
Let us now rewrite the above equations with the help of discrete covariant derivative. We
define:
(Djf )j,p = (fj+1,p −fj−1,p)
(Djjf)j,p = (fj+1,p + fj−1,p − 2fj,p)
(Dpf)j,p = (fj,p+1 − fj,p−1)
(Dppf)j,p = (fj,p+1 + fj,p−1 − 2fj,p) (3), where f is an
arbitrary j- and p-dependent quantity. These are discrete versions of the usual partial
derivatives.
Inverting the above equations delivers:
fj+1,p = fj,p + (Djf )j,p + (Djjf )j,p
fj−1,p = fj,p − (Djf )j,p + (Djjf )j,p
fj,p+1 = fj,p + (Dpf )j,p +(Dppf )j,p
fj,p−1 = fj,p − (Dpf )j,p + (Dppf )j,p (4).
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Let us now rewrite the equation of motion of the walk, Ψj+1 = UjTΨj, in terms of the above
discrete derivatives. One starts by subtracting Ψj from both sides of the equation, getting Ψj+1 − Ψj
= (UjT −1)Ψj, (5) which can be rewritten as (DjΨ)j,p + (DjjΨ)j,p = ((UjT −1)Ψj)j,p (6), or, equivalently,
(DjΨ)j,p = ((UjT −1)Ψj)j,p − (DjjΨ)j,p. (7).
Let us now express TΨj in terms of the discrete derivatives. Since
=
, one can
write
=
(8). Similarly,
=
+(

)

(9). It follows that ((UjT −1)Ψj)j,p = ((Uj −1)Ψj)j,p + (Uj

DpΨj)j,p + (UjDppΨj)j,p (10),

where σ3 is the operator represented by the third Pauli matrix in the basis (bA) i.e. σ3 is
represented by the matrix diag (1,−1) in the basis (bA). The equation of motion of the QW can thus
be rewritten as:
=
+ (U-1)
+
(11). Where
(1)

1 if A=B and 0 otherwise. In the continuum limit, the left-hand side and the first term

on the right-hand side deliver the differential terms in the Dirac equation, the second contribution
to the right-hand side delivers the mass term while the other two terms vanish as they are of a
higher order.
Let us finally mention the following identities, which will be used in the next sections:
Dj(fg) = (Djf)g + f(Djg) + (Djf)(Djjg) + (Djjf)(Djg) (12), Dp(fg) = (Dpf)g + f(Dpg) + (Dpf)(Dppg) +
(Dppf)(Dpg) (13). Note that the terms which disappear in the continuum limit are of order of 3, and
not 2 in ϵ.
3.2 Discrete Distributions
We are interested in defining a relativistic Wigner function for DTQWs. This will involve Fourier
analysis of the density operator of the walk with respect to one of its time- and one of its spacevariables. The space-time grid is infinite in both time and space and there is no reason to suppose
that the density operator of the walk vanishes when either of these variables, and especially the
time variable, tends to be infinite. It follows that the standard discrete Fourier transform, which
operates on a finite number of points, cannot a priori be used for the Fourier analysis of the
density operator. A similar problem arises in continuous analysis, when one wants to perform the
Fourier analysis of functions of a real variable which does not decrease sufficiently at infinity. In
the continuous analysis, the standard remedy is to work with distributions. Therefore extend to
the discrete setting to the usual continuous theory of distributions. In a case where the density
operator does has compact support, the theory will give compatible with the usual harmonic
analysis defined by discrete Fourier transforms. For the sake of simplicity, all ideas are now
presented for functions and distributions of one single discrete variable n ∈Z, which plays the role
of j or p. The extension of these two discrete variables used in the following sections is
straightforward.
We introduce as test functions the space of all functions h of n which admit a discrete Fourier
transform ĥ defined by ĥ(k) = ∑
(ikn)hn. (14). All these functions have compact support. The
conjugate momentum k takes value in the first Brillouin zone of the lattice i.e. (−π, π). The inverse
Fourier transform is thus defined by:
hn = ∫
(15).
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Any function f defined on Z can now be considered a distribution acting on this space of test
functions and we define f(h)=<f, h>n=∑
(16). We now define the discrete Fourier transform
̂ of the distribution f by its action on functions on the variable k. Let H be such a function. We
define ̂ (H) by
̂ (H)= ∑
∫
=< f, Ĥ >n
Fourier-space < u, v >k =

∫

(17). Introducing the natural product in
(18), the definition of ̂ can be rewritten as < ̂, H>k=<

f, Ĥ >n.
Consider the Fourier transform of the derivative F = Dnf.
< ̂ , H>k
n
∑
∫
∑

∫

∑
∑

∫
∫

(19), where G(k) = −i(sink) ̂ (k). Thus, ̂ (k) = −i(sink) ̂ (k) (20). In the
continuum limit, the continuous position N and wave-vector K are related to n and k by N = ϵn
and K = k/ϵ, so (20) becomes ϵ ̂ (K)= - isin(ϵK) ̂ (K) (21), where f’ = df/dN. At orders 0 and 1, (21)
reads simply ̂ (K) = −iK ̂ (K) (22), but one finds, for example at second order in ϵ:
̂ (K)= -iK(1) ̂ (K) (23).
k

4. Discrete Wigner Function
We

now

introduce

the
(

‘density’
)

in
{

}

space-time
We consider that

this object is, at fixed (j, p), a discrete distribution acting on functions of (nj,np) which admit a
discrete Fourier transform with respect to these variables and we define the discrete Wigner
‘function’ WAB as the Fourier transform of ΩAB with respect to (nj,np):
∑
. (24)
Now we obtain from the equations of motion of the QW, an equation of motion for W.
Following the computation carried out in the continuous case i.e. for the Dirac equation, we first
compute the discrete derivatives of ΩAB with respect to j (Dj), p (Dp), nj (Dnj) and np (Dnp), where the
derivatives Dnj and Dnp are defined as Dj and Dp above. The derivatives of Ω are best computed
using the identities (12, 13). One obtains
(25),
(26).
Where

(27),
(28).

Similar

relations can be written for Dp and Dnp. Putting all this together delivers
(29). And
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(30). Using the equation of motion
(11) leads to
(

)

(31).
Taking the Fourier transform delivers:
[ ]
(32).
(33).
And
(35),

[ ]

Where

∑

(

)

(34).
∑
(

(

With
(36),

)

)

(37).
AB

The quantity K *Ω+ involves discrete Fourier transforms of discrete time- and space-derivatives.
To rewrite these into a more appealing form, we use the computation carried out in the previous
section. One finds:
[ ]

∑

(

)

(

(

)

)

(38). The final form of the discrete evolution equation obeyed
by W is thus:
(39).
4.1 Corrections to the Continuous Transport Equation
Let us show how to perform an expansion around the continuum limit by computing the lowest
order corrections to the transport equation induced by the discreteness of the space-time lattice.
(

At second order in, the operator U(θ) reads
designates

equality
(

at

second
)

(41),

order.

Since

leading

to

) (40), where
,

one

finds

(42), where σ2 is the second Pauli matrix.
and
,

Since

that

(43). The

first part of the mass term reads

(44).

The other part of the mass term depends linearly on the second derivatives Djj and Dpp. To
compute these at second order in , one can use the first order expressions of Dj and Dp, which are
and
, combined with the zeroth order expression for U, which is U 1. Using then
the Dirac equation to eliminate the second derivatives leads to:
(45). Including the lowest order corrections to the continuous case, the
transport equation obeyed by W thus reads:
[(

)

(

)

]

(46). This equation can be rewritten as * ( )
+

* (

)
+

+
*

(47), where Kj = kj − i∂t, Kp = kp − i∂x, K¯p = kp + i∂x, and the Dirac matrices satisfying

the 2D Clifford algebra are γj = σ1 and γp = iσ2. Now, contract (47) on the left with [
] .This delivers an equation of the form
where both M and K
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are hermitian. One thus deduces that both
delivers
,
(
)

)
(

)

(48).

and
With

(50), K0

vanish. The explicit computation
(49),

−2kj∂t + 2kp∂x, (51),

(

(52).

It is clear that the equation MW = 0 is a mass-shell condition (hence the notation M) on the
Wigner function W. Observe that, even for vanishing i.e. for the Dirac equation, the usual massshell condition
is not exact, but only an approximation valid for Wigner functions
that varies sufficiently slowly in both space and time. The M1 term represents the correction to the
mass-shell equation at the first order in the finite step of the lattice over which the DTQW is
defined.
In order to understand the second equation, KW = 0, let us recall that, in flat 2D space-times,
one particle relativistic non quantum transport can be described by introducing a scalar
distribution f in 4D phase-space R4 = {(t,x,pt,px)} which verifies the equations in the form
(53). For example, in the relativistic Boltzmann or
Boltzmann-Vlasov equations [51–53], F is the force that acts on the particles, D vanishes identically
and C (f,f) is the relativistic Boltzmann collision kernel. For relativistic stochastic processes [54], the
transport equation is the so-called Kolmogorov equation (hence the notation K). For these
processes, C (f,f) vanishes, F represents the deterministic part of the force acting on the particles,
and D is the squared amplitude of a Gaussian noise.
Now we consider the free Dirac fermions, it is natural to set F = 0. Since there is no noise in the
problem considered, D also vanishes, and so does C (f,f), because the one fermion under
consideration does not collide with other fermions. The linear operator acting on f in the nonquantum transport equation then coincides formally with K0 and describes the Dirac Hamiltonian
flow in 4D relativistic space-time. The operator K1 determines the correction induced by the finite
lattice-step. If noise is added to the problem, extra terms involving at least the first and second
order derivatives with respect to k would appear in the transport equation, making it a quantum
discrete Kolmogorov equation for fermions.
5. Discussion
We have defined a relativistic Wigner function for free DTQWs on the square 2D space-time
lattice. This definition uses the concepts of discrete derivatives and distributions which have also
been introduced. We have established the transport equation that is obeyed by the relativistic
Wigner function and proved that this equation degenerates in the continuum limit into the
transport equation that is obeyed by the Wigner function of Dirac fermions. We have finally
computed the first corrections to this equation induced by the discreteness of the lattice and
discussed how this equation connects with non-quantum relativistic transport in 4D phase-space.
It is intuitive to discuss how these results compare with others, such as non manifestly
covariant definitions of relativistic Wigner functions. Let us focus for example on [55], which
introduces non manifestly covariant Wigner functions for Dirac and Maxwell fields in the context
of relativistic Quantum Field Theory (QFT). First, QFT is a quantum theory of fields, not of particles.
In particular, the classical coordinates are classical fields, not positions in space-time, and the
momenta are also fields. It may, therefore, appear unnatural to try and define Wigner functions
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for QFT which depend on coordinates in classical phase-space, and a more natural option would
be to introduce Wigner ‘functions’ which are functionals of the fields and of their conjugate
momenta. This route is certainly not trivial, but we believe it can produce relativistically covariant
Wigner functionals. Leaving this to future publications, let us now suppose one nevertheless wants
to construct, for relativistic QFT or for an approximate ‘relativistic quantum mechanics’, Wigner
functions defined over a one-particle relativistic phase-space. Classical relativistic statistical
physics offers several choices for the one particle phase-space. A first choice is the tangent bundle
of the space-time manifold. A second choice is the cotangent bundle. In both cases, the phasespace has twice the dimension of the space-time manifold. Now, a classical particle lives on its
mass-shell. One can therefore choose as classical relativistic phase-space the massshell bundle. At
any given point in a D-dimensional space-time, the mass-shell is (one sheet of) a D − 1dimensional hyperboloid in momentum space and the mass-shell bundle is thus of dimension 2D −
1.
All three choices are equivalent in classical statistical physics [52, 53]. The transport equations
obtained by choosing the tangent or the cotangent bundle as phase-space look simpler than those
obtained by choosing the mass-shell bundle. But the dynamics encoded in these simpler-looking
equations leave particles on their mass-shells, so restricting these equations to the mass-shells
delivers the transport equations obtained by working directly with the mass-shell bundles.
Because the associated transport equations look simpler, most authors working in classical
relativistic statistical physics now choose to work in the tangent or cotangent bundle. Working
with the mass-shell bundle may appear more natural in situations where the problem presents a
preferred reference frame, as is the case for example with relativistic stochastic processes [54].
But, even in these cases, rewriting everything in a manifestly covariant manner by working in the
tangent or cotangent bundle is interesting.
Things are more complex in quantum physics. The choice between working in a manifestly
covariant manner in the tangent or cotangent bundle and working in a non manifestly covariant
manner in a phase-space of lower dimension remains. However, both options now are not
equivalent (in the mathematical sense). Consider for example the 2D Dirac equation. As shown by
the equation MW = 0 derived and discussed in the previous section, the momentum p which
appears as a variable of the Wigner function defined in a manifestly covariant treatment is not
restricted to the classical mass-shell [47], nor to any hyper-surface in momentum space, even,
which corresponds to 2D continuous Dirac fermions. The manifestly covariant treatment is thus
not equivalent to a non manifestly covariant treatment developed in a phase-space of lower
dimension. For the Dirac equation, both treatments exist. Indeed, references [47–49] use a
manifestly covariant approach while reference [55] uses a non manifestly covariant one. This
author believes that there are good reasons to stick to a manifestly covariant treatment, at least
when no preferred reference frame exists, as is the case for the Dirac equation. For example, the
fermionic transport equation obtained in [55] is much more complex than the transport equation
obtained or used in [47–49] It, therefore, does not seem to admit a simple geometrical
interpretation in terms of Hamiltonian flow in phase-space or mass-shell violation, making, in
particular, the connexion to non-quantum transport hard to analyze. And changing reference
frame in non-covariant transport equations is a really arduous task, as explicitly noted in [55].
Now QWs defined on a grid do exhibit a preferred reference frame, and this is why several
authors have presented a non manifestly covariant construction of Wigner functions for QWs. The
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drawback of this approach is seen when one considers QWs which admit a continuous limit
identical to the Dirac equation. The transport equation derived from a non manifestly covariant
treatment does not admit as continuous limit the standard transport equation obeyed by the
manifestly covariant Wigner function of the Dirac field, but rather the transport equation derived
in [55]. As explained in the previous paragraph, this non manifestly covariant equation does not
resemble classical relativistic transport equations and is, therefore, ill suited to study decoherence
for these walks. We feel this is a serious drawback, especially because decoherence is a crucial
issue in quantum information.
The results presented in this article can be extended in several directions. One should first
address DTQWs defined, both on higher dimensional and on more general lattices, like for
example planar triangular and hexagonal ones [23, 24]. This could be done by using Fourier series
defined on general spectral sets (see for example [56] and references therein). An extension to
DTQWs defined on graphs should also be envisaged [57–59]. Since several DTQWs with non
constant mixing operators can be interpreted as fermions coupled to discrete gauge fields [36–40,
60–65], one should define a Wigner function which incorporates these gauge fields and, in
particular the electromagnetic field and the gravitational field. For example, defining a gaugeinvariant Wigner function for Dirac particles couples to electromagnetic fields is highly non trivial
[47] and one wonders how the problem translates to DTQWs. Finally, DTQWs defined through
unitaries that present a time randomness decohere and behave asymptotically like non-quantum
diffusions (see for example [66] and references therein). One then expects the transport equation
for the relativistic Wigner function to approach asymptotically relativistic transport equations
similar to those obtained for relativistic stochastic processes [54, 67]. This should be confirmed
and the asymptotics fully analyzed.
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